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Abstract

We have developed a hidden Markov model
(HMM) to detect the protein coding regions
within one megabase contiguous sequence data,
registered in a database called GenBank in eight
entries, of the genome of cyanobacterium, Sgne-
chocystis sp. strain PCC6803. Detection of the
coding regions in the database entry was per-
formed by using HMM whose parameters were
determined by taking the statistics from the rests
of the entries. This HMM has states model-
ing the di-codons asld their frequencies within
coding regions and those modeling its base con-
tents in the intergenic regions. Results of the
cross--validation showed that the HMM recog-
nized 92.1% of coding regions assigned in se-
quence annotation. In addition, it suggested 9.t
potential new coding regions whose length are
longer than 90 bases. The recognition accuracy
calculated at the level of individual bases was
90.7% for the coding regions and 88.1% for the
intergenic regions. This corresponds to a cor-
relation coefficient for coding region recognition
of 0.784. Comparison with its prediction accu-
racy with that by GeneMark showed that the
HMM has the same level of prediction accuracy
as GeneMark on average. Since we can extend
the HMM to utilize information such as SD se-
quences, the prediction accuracy of the HMM will
be enhanced. It was observed that correlation
was positive between the prediction rate of the
coding regions and the G+C content at the ttfird
position of the eodon. This suggests the possi-
bility that the prediction rate of coding regions
in the cyanobacteria sequence can be enhanced
by improving the present HMM into that reflects
the classification of coding regions based on the
G+C content.

Introduction
The advancement in large-scale sequencing has accel-
erated the production of long contiguous nucleotide se-
quences. Today, more than fifty contiguous nucleotide
sequences, whose length are longer than 100 kb, are
available through World Wide Web (WWW) (Robin-
son 1996). These determined contiguous nucleotide

demands researchers to develop effective algorithms
to detect protein coding regions in the nuc]eotide se-
quences.

One way to identify the coding regions is to use a
similarity search against databases. However, studies
on large-scale sequencing suggested that only a frac-
tion of the coding regions can be identified through
a similarity search (Koonin, Bork, & Sander 1994;
Wilson et al. 1995).

Algorithms that utilize eodon usage bias within cod-
ing regions to discriminate the regions from inter-
genie regions have been studied by many researchers
(Fickett &s Tung 1992; Borodovsky, Rudd, & Koonin
1994). Some of the algorithms utilize sequence pat-
terns outside both ends of coding regions as well (Uber-
bacher & Mural 1991; Soderlund et al. 1992: Guigb
et al. 1992; So[ovyev, Salamov, & Lawrence 1994;
Dong & Searls 1994; Krogh, Mian, & Hauss[er 1994;
Snyder & Stormo 1995). This approach, based on the
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) (Krogh, Mian, & Haus-
sler 1994), is on this line.

HMM. which is a stochastic model, can be described
as a network composed of nodes e+nd directed paths
connecting them. Nodes and directed paths represent
the states and transition between the states, respec-
tively. Several parameters, such as transition proba-
bilities, output symbol distributions and initial state
distributions, are attached to each node and directed
path.

One of the advantages of the HMM approach is that
we can naturally construct an HMM network by sim-
ply borrowing the structure of the coding regions in
a nucleotide sequence. We can design HMMs, each
of which corresponds to a gene component, such as
a start codon, protein coding region, stop codon and
intergenic region. After assignment of parameters rep-
resenting such as the information on eodon usage bias.
consensus sequence and base contents to HMM net-
work components, these components are integrated to
construct an HMM network representing nucleotide se-
quences embedded with coding regions. These param-
eters for given sequences are estimated or determitted
by’ an expectation maximization algorithm (EM algo-
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Protein coding region

Figure 1: An HMM representing the genome structure of cyanobacteria.

rithm) (Baum et al. 1970) or statistical analysis.

The Viterbi algorithm (Levinson, Rabiner, & Sondhi
1983) enables us to find, in an HMM network, the most
probable path, parts of which corresponding to coding
regions can be detectable in the algorithm. Success-
ful detection of coding regions, with high accuracy in
an HMM approach, has enabled us to understand the
genomic structure properly. We decided to develop a
new gene finding algorithm based on HMM because of
the advantages previously stated.

We selected a contiguous sequence of a unicellular
cyanobacterium, Synechocystis sp. strain PCC6803
to construct an HMM representing sequence with ge-
nomic structure. We carried out tests to detect regions
having a potential protein~=oding capacity to prove the
effectiveness of our algorithm.

There are two main reasons for our selection. The
first is that the sequence is as long as 1,003,450 nt
(D63999 -~ D64006 in GenBank (GenBank 1995)) 
was determined by a single institute, Kazusa DNA Re-
search Institute. Its length is enough for us to sta-
tistically analyze the effectiveness of the gene finding
algorithms we developed. The fact that the sequence
was determined by a single institute leads to a uni-
form quality of sequencing, then to suitability for the
evaluation of the algorithms. The second is that de-
termination of the whole genome sequence (3.6 Mb in
total) will be finished by this March and the sequence
will be available soon. The sequence will enable us to
represent and analyze the whole genome organization
of the organism in HMM.

Method and Materials

HMM Network

We developed an HMM network representing the
genome structure of cyanobacteria (Figure 1). The
network is a directed cycle whose components are the
intergenic region, start codon, internal codon and stop
codon. The order of the components in the cycle is the
same as stated above. The protein coding region con-
sists of start, internal and stop codons. The transitions
from the intergenic region to the start codon and from
the stop codon to the intergenic region correspond to
the start and end points of the coding region, respec-
tively.

The HMM has states modeling the di--codons and
their frequencies within the coding regions and those
modeling its base contents in the intergenic regions.
The statistics, based on di-codons, has been shown to
be important for the discrimination of the regions from
intergenic regions (Uberbacher & Mural 1991; Fickett
& Tung 1992; Guigb et al. 1992; Borodovsky, Rudd, g:
Koonin 1994). The statistics based on the di~codons is
one of the features that was not employed in the HMM
developed by Krogh et al. (Krogh, Mian, &5 Haussler
1994) but introduced newly in our HMM. Krogh et al.
proposed an HMM based on mono-codon statistics. In
the "Results and Discussion", we discuss the advantage
of di-codon statistics over mono~codon statistics in the
cyanobacteria coding regions.

Intergenic region is represented by state S1 in the
HMM. The state outputs characters A, C, G and T,
and possesses transitions to itself and to start codons.
There are two kinds of start codons in cyanobacteria
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genome, which are represented by $2 and $3, respec-
tively. $2 produces a ATG codon, and 5"3 produces a
GTG codon. After the output of a start codon, tran-
sition to internal codons occurs. Internal codons are
represented by 5"4 ~ $64. These 61 states correspond
to codons from AAA to TTT exclusive stop codons
(see below). state ofint ernal codon possesses tran-
sitions to all internal codons including itself and the
stop codons. Three kinds of stop codons, TAA, TAG
and TGA, are known in cyanobacteria genome and are
represented by $6~ ~ $67 in the HMM. After output of
a stop codon, transition back to the intergenic region
occurs to complete one cycle of the transitions.

Training and Test Sets
A contiguous sequence, whose length is 1,003,450 nt, of
a unicellular cyanobacterium, Synechocystis sp. strain
PCC6803 was selected for making both training and
test data for the analysis. The sequence was divided in
eight entries in GenBank (.accession numbers D63999-
D64006) with potential protein coding regions in the
annotations (Kaneko et al. 1995; Hirosawa, Kaneko, &
Tabata 1995; Hirosawa 1996). We respected the eight
divisions of the sequence and created eight training
data sets and test sets.

Each of the eight entries was assigned as a test set,
and as its training set, the seven remaining entries were
assigned. A training set, such as assembled sequence
(D64000-D64006), was used to determine the HMM
parameters and a test set, such as D63999, was used
to validate the recognition ability of HMM based on
parameter,~ derived from the training set. The param-
eters include those for the coding regions and those for
the intergenic regions by respecting the annotations of
the coding regions in the cntries. With these parame-
ters, we modeled a nucleotide sequence embedded with
coding regions.

We did not modeled the coding regions in the com-
plementary direction in this study. However, extension
to model coding regions in the complementary direc-
tion is straightforward. Each entry was used twice as
a test set: a test set to evaluate detection of coding in
the normal direction and that to evaluate detection in
its complementary direction.

Parameter Determination
From genomic structural points of view, the HMM pa-
rameters can be classiC" into four groups labeled with
a ,-- d in Figure 1. We determined the parameters of
HMM for examination of given test set by the statisti-
cal analysis described below.

a This implies base frequency in intergenic regions.
We assigned the frequency to the output symbol dis-
tribution at state 5’1.

b This represents average length of intergenic regions.
Using Markov analysis (Feller 1957), we converted
the length into corresponding probability, then, as-
signed the probability to transition probability from

d

$1 to S1. To be concrete, (1) defining 5"2 ~ $67
states as an absorption state; (2) the probability 
is given by the following equation:

I- 1.0
b - t (1)

where l is the average length of intergenic regions.

These imply start codon frequencies. We divided the
probability 1.0- b into two being proportional to the
frequencies of start codons, then assigned them to
corresponding transition probabilities.

These imply the di~=odon frequencies. We assigned
the frequencies to corresponding transition probabil-
ities.

Gene Recognition
In our algorithms, coding regions were detected in test
sets using HMM by the following procedures:

1. An HMM representing a given training set was de-
veloped as described in the above subsections. When
we used the HMM to predict the coding regions in
the corresponding test set, we had to determine the
threshold of logarithmic likelihood which discrimi-
nates the coding regions frorn the others. For that
purpose, logarithmic likelihood, which represents the
likelihood of coding region candidates as being the
true coding region, for the annotated coding regions
in a given training set was computed by using the
Viterbi algorithm. We defined the threshold as the
value corresponding to lowest, logarithmic likelihood
among the annotated coding regions in the training
set.

2. The most probable path in the HMM was deter-
mined by the Viterbi algorithm for each test set and
the possible coding regions on the path were listed.

3. Logarithmic likelihood for the possible coding re-
gions in each test set was calculated. Coding re-
gions, whose logarithmic likelihood were more than
the threshold for the test set., were selected as the
predicted coding regions in the test set.

Results and Discussion

Appropriateness of di-codon Statistics
By using X2 test, we validated the advantage of di-
codon statistics over mono-codon statistics in rep-
resenting internal coding regions of cyanobacteria.
Mono-codon and di-codon correspond to zero-th and
first order stationary Markov process, respectively. As-
suming a zero-th order Markov process, the relative :~2
value is given by the following equation:

(2)

(3)
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Table 1: Calculation of the performance measures at base level.

Predicted positives (PP) Predicted negatives (Pg)
Actual positives (AP) True positives (TP) False negatives (FN)
Actual negatives (AN) False positives (FP) True negatives (TN)

Sensitivity (Sn)
Specificity (Sp)
Correlation coefficient (CC)

S,; = TP/(TP + FN)
Sp = TP/(TP + FP)

CC = [(TP)(TN) - (FP)(FN)]/ v/(PP)(PN)(AP)(AN)

Table 2: Recognition accuracy at gene level.

Test Exact recognition Approximate recognition
1 65.5% (57/87) 94.2% (82/87)
2 77.1% (98/127) 92.1% (117/127)
3 77.3% (75/97) 94.8% (92/97)
4 76.1% (67/88) 96.6% (85/88)
5 68.9% (62/90) 88.9% (80/90)
6 64.1% (75/117) 88.0% (103/117)
7 60.9% (67/110) 85.5% (94/110)
8 81.7% (85/104) 98.1% (102/104)

Total 71.5% (586/820) 92.1% (755/820)

with Pij and Pi are the respective frequencies of di-
codons and mono-codons observed in the regions. 61
is the number of codons other than stop codons. The
adverse influence of a large number of samples on X2

test is reduced by employing the relative X2 formula
(Wonnacott & Wonnacott 1972) instead of original 2

formula.
As a result of calculation based on the zero-th or-

der Markov process, we could obtained the following
relation:

?(2 = 0.4816 > X5 0_____~s (4)
rrt

where the degree of freedom is 3720(-- 61 x 61 - 1). 
which indicates the number of di-codon samples in the
regions, is 285,039. Equation 4 shows that the zero-th
order Markov process of codon usage is rejected based
on the significance at the 5% level. It can be stated
that an HMM network representing the zero-th order
Markov process of codon usage (Krogh et al. model)
dose not have the ability to represent the first order
codon usage (our model).

Theoretically, employment of statistics higher than
the first order codon usage is more desirable. How-
ever, it is impossible to take the option because of
insufficient data size, even after all coding regions in
cyanobacteria genome (3.6 M bp) becomes available.
Roughly speaking, several tens times as large as cur-
rent data size is required for reliable statistics of the
second order codon usage.

Taking into account this situation, an HMM network
representing the first order codon usage is the most
suitable for reliable gene recognition of this species.

Prediction Quality

The genomic sequence data of Synechocystis were an-
alyzed by the HMM to find the location of the protein
coding region in the nucleotide sequence. From HMM
and biological points of view, we evaluated the qual-
ity of the coding region prediction in comparison with
the annotated coding regions in the eight entries. Fur-
ther, we compared our results with the coding region
prediction of the same specie by GeneMark developed
by Borodovsky et al. (Borodovsky, Rudd, & Koonin
1994).

HMM Aspect We analyzed the results of the pre-
diction in two levels, the gene level and base level. In
the gene level, whether the annotated coding regions
were detected or not was focused on. The evaluation
was carried out as regards both exact and approximate
recognition. Exact recognition stands for exact iden-
tification of both 5’ and 3’ ends of the coding regions.
Approximate recognition stands for exact identifica-
tion of only 3’ end of the coding regions.

As regards the base level, more a detailed evalua-
tion was carried out by focusing on every single base.
First, we counted the four values, the number of bases
correctly predicted as the coding region (true positive:
TP), falsely predicted (false positive: FP), correctly
excluded (true negative: TN), and falsely excluded
(false negative: FN). Then, we computed the indices
shown in Table 1. Statistical metrics, such as sensi-
tivity, specificity and correlation coefficient are among
them.

The results of the evaluation of the coding region
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Table 3: Recognition accuracy at base level.

Test True positives True negatives

1 92.4% (102,856/111,284) 88.6% (123,731/139,654)
2 93.4% (112,893/120,899) 90.1% (154,564/171,643)
3 92.1% (83,778/90,957) 85.3% (102,858/120,633)
4 93.2% (86,157/92,445) 85.2% (110,192/129,371)
5 85.2% (82,751/97,144) 86.7% (111,829/128,984)
6 88.3% (103,117/116,813) 88..1% (134,069/151,585)
7 83.8% (97,299/116,100) 92.2% (143,143/155,176)
8 97.4% /112,605/115 636) 87.1%, (129,475/148,576)

Total 9017% (781 456/861,278) 88.1% (1,009,861/1,145,622)

Table 4: Protein coding regions not predicted by the HMM.

Entry No. CDS (Length)
D63999 s110161 (303), ss10296 (255), slr0361 (750), slr0373 

s110327
D64000 slr0770

s810601
s110210

D64001 s110409
slr0489

D64002 slr0417
D64003 slr0896

s110539
D64004 s110487

s110595
sir0106
sir0115

D64005 slr0309
sl10800
s110787
s110675

D64006 sl10039

(420)
(321), slr0344 (1422), s110315 (684), slr0353 
(183), slrO013 (528), sllO010 (381), slrO021 
(981), sll0200 (360)
(963), s110406 (486), s110404 (1479), slr0070 
(456)
(2583), s110371 (1566), slr0427 (1251)
(1386), slr0915 (453), slr0573 (444), slr0575 
(1194), slr0829 (2490), s110834 (1695), s110832 
(1209), slr0514 (888), slr0517 (615), slr0518 
(432), slr0617 (1356), slr0099 (1020), s110107 
(705), slr0108 (1257), sir0109 (957), sl10095 (1704),
(726), ss10172 (270)
(1422), slr0317 (864), slr0319 (915), slr0786 
(399), slr0794 (3165), slr0797 (1929), slr0799 
(969), s110780 (303), slr0698 (465), s110678 
(315), s110668 (381), s110667 (660), s[10657 
(360), s110033 (1506)

analysis can be seen in Table 2 and TaMe 3. Table 2
and Table 3 correspond to the evaluation of the pre-
diction quality in the gene level and that in the base
level, respectively.

In the gene level, the HMM recognized exactly the
location of 71.5% of the coding regions annotated in
the eight entries, and was approximately 92.1%. Cod-
ing regions of 20.6% were predicted to start at more
internal position than their counterparts in the anno-
tations. Generally speaking, assignment of 3’ end for
the coding region in the databases is reliable because
the coding regions definitely stop at any stop codon.
However, assignment of 5" is not so reliable. When
there are multiple candidates of the start codons for
a given coding region, analysis of the intergenic re-
gion proceeding to the possible coding regions serves
to correctly assign 3’ position of the coding region. Or
some experimental analysis is necessary. It is often the
case, these necessary analysis are not conducted but

the longest possible coding regions are assigned.

If we take into account the above situation, we do
not necessarily regard negatively the fact 5’ position of
20.6% of the prediction coding regions is different from
5’ position of their counterparts in the annotations.
Rather, we can take our assignments of 5’ position as
alternative candidates of 5’ positions of these coding
regions.

In the base level, the true positive index and true
negative index were 90.7% and 88.1~, respectively.
Sensitivity, specificity and correlation coefficient for
gene recognition were 0.907, 0.852 and 0.784.

The results of these analysis both in the gene and
base levels clearly indicate that the HMM is very ef-
fective for predicting the coding regions within the
cyanobacteria genome. Contribution of the usage of
di-codon statistics to the highly successful prediction
by our algorithm should be investigated.
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Table 5: Protein coding regions newly predicted by the HMM.

Entry No. StrandCD Region
D63999 D

C

D64000 D

C
D64001 D

C

D64002 D

D64003

D64004

D64005

12805..12927, 23515..23700
20493..20582, 62888..63100, 82881..82997, 98477..98590,
120008..120103
14508..14684, 21856..21951, 38808..38969, 92602..92709,
117095..117286, 141128..141337
24538..24738,68473..68580, 92687..92794, 123800..124021
14076..14339, 25176..25391, 37093..37281, 65571..65675,
85927..86028
4726..5019, 5025..5324, 14496..14789, 41292..41558,
57621..57779, 71536..71676, 74482..74601, 92612..92851
1507..1728, 5412..5555, 13856..14140, 50379..50510,
50826..50981, 51755..52042, 77450..77575, 96628..96777,
104152..104364, 109847..110056, 110059..110292

C 13922..14089, 31413..31631
73997..74125, 90628..90804
110388..110606

D 4733..4930, 13080..13184,
41072..41263, 53252..53347
101805..102053

C 19540..19677, 23358..23504
60364..60618, 61289..61408,
104369..104587

D 81341..81577, 88392..88598,
C 36569..36667
D 3844..4038, 24774..24869,

81455..81619, 95459..95752,
C 6028..6285, 39521..39706,

D64006 D
C

51331..51609,66625..66843,
93918..94121,94124..94339,

18935..19024, 19622..19906,
61979..62095,83987..84202,

40736..40954, 59028..59222,
61524..61751, 89107..89370,

109633..109737

71976..72113,
115226..115336
41453..41689,

81283..81450,

57374..57499,
64392..64682, 113474..113716, 113772..113867
89860..90090, 96622..96714, 96835..97077, 121394..121525
49502..49624, 73076..73204, 98271..98435, 101410..101502

(1) Characters "D" and "C" stand for direct and complementary strand, respectively.

Biological Aspect It is important to check whether
annotated coding regions assigned with high reliability
were predicted by our algorithm or not. Among the
annotated coding regions in the coutiguous sequence,
half of the coding regions was assigned because of their
similarity to entries in databases. Among these coding
regions, 25 coding regions had exact counterparts in
the databases at the time the sequence was submitted
(Kaneko et al. 1995). The HMM successfully detected
all but one of the reliable annotated coding regions
(GeneMark couldn’t detect one more coding region).
This high rate of detection of the reliable annotated
coding regions (96%) demonstrates effectiveness of the
HMM.

Sir0915 in D64003, a coding region escaped detec-
tion, is identical to U10482 of the GenBank. How-
ever, U10482 is described as an putative endonucle-
ase and its existence has not been studied yet. The
un-detection of slr0915 does not necessarily lead to a
failure of the HMM in detecting coding regions.

In addition, the HMM suggested 94 potential new

coding regions whose length are longer than 90 bases
(Table 5). The detection of nearly 100 coding regions
suggests high detectability of the algorithms. A pro-
cess for investigating whether the suggested coding re-
gions are bona tides or not, is going on now, by analyz-
ing the results of similarity search against databases,
such as SwissPort, PIR and GenBank.

Comparison with GeneMark Hirosawa et al. re-
ported that GeneMark, whose parameters were op-
timized for cyanobacteria genomic data, recognized
approximately the location of 92% of the coding re-
gions annotated in the eight entries (Hirosawa et al.
1995). On the other hand, the HMM recognized ap-
proximately 92.1% of the regions. Comparison of these
accuracies indicates that the HMM possesses recogni-
tion ability equivalent to GeneMark.

We investigated further by focusing on recognition
accuracy of coding regions shorter than 300 bases.
Eight coding regions are annotated in the eight entries.
Table 6 is the list of the eight coding regions and re-
sults of recognition by the HMM and GeneMark. The
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Table 6: Coding regions shorter than 300 bases and results of

Entry No. CDS Length HMM

D63999 ss10563
ssr0562

D64000 ss11426
ssl0601
ssl0020

D64002 ssr0330
D64003 ssr1398

ssr1399

recognition by the HMM and GeneMark.

GeneMark

270 Yes ~%s
246 Yes No
204 Yes No
183 No No
294 Yes Yes
228 Yes ~%s
198 Yes Yes
216 Yes Yes

HMM successfully detected all but one coding regions.
On the contrary, GeneMark failed in detection of two
more regions. Since sample number is small, it is not
fair to maintain the HMM is better model to detect
short coding regions. However, it can be maintained
that the HMM is a promising method for revealing the
existence of unknown short coding regions.

Improvements of the Model

We propose some improvements of the present. HMM.
Improvements described below will increases the relia-
bility of gene recognition, and enable us to understand
the genomic structure more in detail.

Influence of GTC Content on Prediction Per-
formance Researches of analysis on gene recognition
programs developed so far have shown that the pre-
diction rate of coding regions in a given nucleotide
sequence has a correlation with the G+C content of
the sequence (Lopez, Larsen, & Prydz 1994; Snyder
& Stormo 1995). It is valuable to check whether it is
also the case in our algorithm using HMM for further
improvement of our algorithm.

Figure 2 shows a correlation between the G+C con-
tent at the third position of the codon and the pre-
diction rate for all sets of test data. It is known that.
the G+C content of a nucleotide sequence reflects the
G+C content at the third position of the codon in the
coding region(Aota & Ikemura 1986). Figure 2 shows
that the correlation is also positive between the pre-
diction rate of coding regions and the G+C content in
our analysis of the cyanobacterium coding regions.

This correlation suggests that the codon usage bias
in the annotated coding region within A+T rich cod-
ing regions is different from the one within the G+C
rich coding regions and that the difference results in
under-prediction of the annotated coding regions in
ATT rich sequence domains. It is known that genome
is composed of domains with a different G+C content
level, in each of which, the G+C content is fairly ho-
mogeneous and length of the domains is rather long
(Ikemura & Aota 1988). It is desirable to represent,
in HMM, this domain structure having dependence on
the G+C content. It is expected that the HMM reflect-
ing the domain structure will enhance the prediction

rate of the coding regions. For example, slr0915, an-
notated regions with high reliability but not detected
in the present HMM, may be detected by the IIMM.

Figure 3 is an IIMM. we propose, consists of two
HMM components, an HMM for G+C rich domains
and an HMM for A+T rich domains. The two com-
ponents are connected to each other by directed paths
which represent the transition from the G+C rich do-
main to the A+T rich domain and vice versa.

Both components are an HMM whose network struc-
ture is the same as in Figure 1. The HMM parameters.
such as the codon usage bias and base content, are de-
termined so as to model the specificity in respective
regions. We are now developing an algorithm classi-
fying coding regions based on the G+C contents and
other available information to develop and evaluate the
proposed HMM.

Models for Intergenic Regions, Frame Shift Er-
rors and Overlapping Genes The present HMM
has only one state as intergenic states, because 5’ ends
of coding regions are not known accurately. However,
extension of the HMM to include intergenie states rep-
resenting sequeuce patterns specific to the outside of
both ends of coding regions, in addition to states rep-
resenting all over intergenic regions, is straightforward.
According to personal communication from T. Sazuka
(Kazusa DNA Research Institute), nearly 100 accurate
5’ ends of coding regions will be published soon. The
information will enable us to design a more compli-
cated intergenic model, q’o realize the model, we are
investigating the methodology based on the combina-
tion of statistical analysis (Pesole et al. 1992) and the
method for network determination of HMM (Yada ct
al. 1996).

Cyanobacteria sequence data we used can be re-
garded as reliable and it’s quality is homogeneous, be-
cause the sequence was determined by reading both
strands at a single institute (Kotani et al. 1994). The
present HMM have, therefore, no states for detecting
frame shift errors. However, the implementation of
states for detecting frame shift errors into the HMM
is important to broaden its applicable species. For the
purpose, frame shift model which Krogh et al. pro-
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Figure 2: Correlation between the G+C content and prediction rate.

Figure 3: An HMM reflecting classification of genes based on the G+C content.

posed is one of possible ways.
Overlapping genes, whose overlap length is vari-

ous, are sometimes observed in cyanobacteria genome.
Krogh et al. proposed an HMM representing overlap-
ping genes. The HMM can just handle overlaps of one
or four bases long and didn’t handle other type of over-
laps in the same framework. We investigated more gen-
eral approach and found that dynamic programming
(DP) obtaining sub-optimal solutions (Knight & 
ers 1995) is applicable to the Viterbi algorithm. This
approach enables us to identify alternative splice sites
in primate genome, as well as overlapping genes.
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